A-VIATOR

(AP68TP–600)

Presentation

All reasonable care has been taken by VULCANAIR to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in the present document. However, the material presented is provided to acquaint
you with the general characteristics of our products; it is not an offer and does not constitute a commitment, a warranty, or a representation.
No liability is accepted for inaccuracies or omissions or any direct, indirect, special or consequential damages, or other damages whatsoever resulting from the use of any information
contained in this document. Duplication of such document is authorised for private and informational purposes only, and any other duplication or use thereof is expressly prohibited.

Introduction
The A-Viator is an 11 seat high-wing
twin turboprop developed to meet
the ever increasing demands,
from operators, for an aircraft with
high performance and low
operating costs.
Its basic design is derived from the
successful P68 Series and many
of the latter's features have been
maintained.
The retractable landing gear improves
the already excellent speed
characteristics, and the stretched
fuselage allows a more efficient
use of cabin space, resulting in a
maximum seating capacity of 9
passengers and 2 pilots.
The extreme versatility, ease of
maintenance and unmatched low
operating costs make Viator able
to meet the most stringent
requirements of the operators.
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Design Features
The A-Viator is the direct result of the extensive experience of the
company in the design of high wing aircraft
The excellent performance and economics of the A-Viator can be
summarized as follows:
 low operating costs (low drag and fuel consumption)
 operation from short, unprepared airstrips
 twin engine safety and reliability
 ease of maintenance
 excellent payload
 low noise levels
 outstanding versatility
 full IFR capability
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Design Features
Maintenance
The A-Viator family has been
designed and developed for a
long service life and to
minimize maintenance
requirements.
Total maintenance costs are very
low thanks to:
 simple rugged structure
 high prop tip clearance that
considerably reduces foreign
object damage
 easily accessible service points

Dependability and ease of maintenance enable the A-Viator to be operated in
remote areas for long periods of time.
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Design Features
 Two pilots door
 Large passenger door
 Large rear sliding door

openable in flight
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Design Features
Versatility
The ability to meet a wide variety of mission requirements represents the most
outstanding feature of the A-Viator. The cabin layout can be quickly and easily
changed to suit any type of payload.
Its versatility permits the A-Viator to be used for many applications, including:
 passenger transport
 cargo operations
 aerial surveillance
 maritime patrol
 search and rescue
 air ambulance
 aerial photography
 training
 remote sensing platform
 parachuting
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Design Features
Rough field performance
A rugged landing gear, coupled with the
wide wheel-base and the wing mounted
engines that provide substantial ground
clearance, allows the A-Viator to
operate safely from short and
unprepared strips.
This capability is essential to operators
who must fly into remote and seldom
used airfields.
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Dimensions

Wing span

12.00 m

39.37 ft

Wing area

18.60 m2

200.23 ft2

Overall length

11.05 m

36.25 ft

Overall height

3.25 m

10.66 ft

Wheel track

2.17 m

7.12 ft

Wheel base

3.51 m

11.52 ft

Prop clearance

.75 m

2.46 ft
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Airframe
Fuselage
The fuselage is non-pressurized and of all metal construction with stressed skin.
The floor is completely flat and can
withstand loads up to 977 kg/m2 (200
lbs/ft2).
Seats and cargo are anchored by two
sets of double tracks which run the
entire length of the floor.
Four doors are available:
 2 pilot doors located on the forward
right and left hand side
 a main passenger door located on the
left hand side
 a fourth large sliding door, located on
the aft right hand side, can be used by
passengers or for loading cargo.
The fuselage nose cone opens downward
to allow quick access to hydraulics
and avionics.
This cuts inspection and maintenance
time considerably.
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Airframe
Wing
The A-Viator is a high-wing twin
engine turboprop.
The rectangular wing is an all
metal, full cantilever,
stressed skin structure, with
a fail-safe twin spar box.
Two integral interconnected
fuel tanks are located in
each wing.
The single slot flaps are
electrically driven.
Several inspection panels are
located along the length of
the wing assuring ease of
access for inspection and
maintenance.
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Airframe
Empennage
The horizontal and vertical
stabilizers are of all metal
stressed skin construction.
Trim tabs are provided on the
rudder, elevator and aileron.
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Airframe
Fuselage hatches

As optional one front Φ 50 cm hatch and one rear Φ 50 cm hatch, are provided in the
fuselage floor to fit different photogrammetric cameras or air survey sensors.
In the search & rescue role, the hatch can be utilized for dropping emergency aids or
rations.
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Systems
The layout of the A-Viator's systems is modern, simple and
designed to meet the operators most frequent requests:
high reliability
high MTBF
ease of maintenance.

Flight controls
The A-Viator is equipped with conventional dual controls
employing cables and push-pull rods.
The flaps are electrically actuated. Secondary controls are
provided by the aileron, elevator and rudder trim tabs.

Fuel system
The supply is divided in two separate and independent
systems with cross feed capability. These are six
interconnected tanks: four located in the wings with 386 It (102
USG) total capacity and two, contained in the engine nacelles,
with a 38 It (10 USG) capacity. Total fuel capacity is 840 Litres
(222 gallons USG).
The engines are gravity-fed directly from the nacelle tank
which is also used as fuel pump. During take-off and landing
operations and at altitudes over 18000 feet, the fuel supply is
assured by two electro-pumps, one for each engine. Two
additional electro-pumps are installed as a back-up.

Electrical system
The electrical system consists of a 28 Volt DC power supply.
The system is powered by two 28 V, 150 A
starter/generators and a 24 V lead battery with a 29 Ah
capacity. Power to all electrical equipment is supplied
through three independent buses, two connected to the
generators and the third to the battery circuit.

Landing gear
The retractable landing gear has been designed to take-off
and land on unprepared strips. The main gear is mounted on
the fuselage and retracts into side fairings.

Tires

Type

Pressure

Main gear tires

6.50-8 8 ply

67 psi

Nose gear tire

6.00-6 8 ply

55 psi
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Systems
Hydraulic system

Avionics

The hydraulic system guarantees
proper landing gear operation.
Pressure is generated by an electropump and reaches the jacks
through an electro-distributor.
Emergency landing gear extension
is guaranteed by a nitrogen bottle.

The A-Viator is equipped
with a state-of-the-art
avionic package featuring
a three screen Garmin
G950 system and a
Cobham 2100 intelliflight
autopilot.

Heating and ventilation
system
Cabin heating and windshield
defrosting is provided by fan forced
hot air coming from a heatexchanger installed on the left
engine.
A second heat exchanger can be
installed on the right engine for
extreme cold weather operations.

De-icing system
The A-Viator, in its standard
configuration, is equipped with a
pneumatic de-icing system for both
wing and tail leading edges and with
an electrical de-icing system for
propeller blades and engine nacelle
air inlets.
Either a hot plate or an alcohol deicing system can be installed on the
windshield.
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Power plants
The A-Viator is powered by
two Rolls-Royce 250 B17 C
engines flat-rated at 328
SHP at 2030 rpm.
The Hartzell three-blade,
constant speed, fully
feathering, reversible pitch
propellers have a diameter
of 2,032 m. (6 ft. 8 in.).
The excellent engine
characteristics include:
superior performance
design simplicity
excellent weight/power
ratio
fuel economy
low emissions, low noise
reverse thrust
high TBO
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Flight Deck
 The cockpit can

accommodate two pilots.
 The A-Viator has dual

controls but can be
flown without any
restrictions with one or
two pilots.
 The pilot doors on the

forward right and left
hand side of the fuselage
offer easy access to the
cockpit.
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Cabin
The A-Viator cabin can be configured in passenger, kombi, utility/cargo and parachuting versions.
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Configuration
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Configuration
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Images
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Weights
Max ramp weight

3025 kg

6669 lb

Max take-off weight

3000 kg

6613 lb

Operating empty weight (*)

1750 kg

3858 lb

Max zero fuel weight

2550 kg

5621 lb

Useful load

1275 kg

2811 lb

675 kg

1488 lb

840 lt

222 US gal

Usable fuel

(*) Unusable fuel, oil and hydraulic fluids are included in the operating empty
weight
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Performance
The A-Viator's excellent performance perfectly complements its outstanding versatility.
The performance data given below is based on test flights, corrected for standard conditions
and at maximum weight
Cruise Speed
(@ 100%NP, ISA, FL 100, MTOW)

396 km/h

(214 ktas)

Long range Cruise Speed
(@ 92%NP, ISA, FL 100, MTOW)

313 km/h

(169 ktas)

Rate of climb (2 engines s.l. @ MTOW)

8,4 m/sec

(1650 fpm)

Rate of climb (1 engine s.l. @ MTOW)

1,4 m/sec

(270 fpm)

Service celling (2 engines)

7620 m

(25000 ft)

Service celling (1 engine)

2438 m

(8000 ft)

Stall speed (full flaps, MTOW)

128 km/h

(69 kcas)

Max Range with 6 Persons (77 kg):
Cruise 95% NP, FL 100, 30' Res.

1740 km

(939 nm)

Take-off Ground run

400 m

(1312 ft)

Take-off Ground Run Over 50 ft

640 m

(2100 ft)

Landing Ground run

330 m

(1083 ft)

Landing Ground Over 50 ft

700 m

(2296 ft)

Endurance with 6 Persons (77 kg):
Cruise 95% NP, FL 100, 30' Res.

4,6 h

4,6 h
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Performance
Take-Off Distance 50 ft Obstacle

Landing Distance 50 ft Obstacle

Conditions: ISA-Zero Wind

Conditions: ISA - Zero Wind

2.500

2.600

2.250

2.500

6000 ft
2.400

S. L.

Distance (ft)

Distance (ft)

2.000
1.750
1.500
1.250

6000 ft
S. L.

2.300
2.200
2.100
2.000

1.000

1.900

750
500
2.100 2.200 2.300 2.400 2.500 2.600 2.700 2.800 2.900 3.000

A/C Weight (kg)

1.800
2.100 2.200 2.300 2.400 2.500 2.600 2.700 2.800 2.900 3.000

A/C Weight (Kg)
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Distances
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Performance
Climb
ISA Conditions - Max Take Off Weight
Best Climb Speed
28.000

20.000
16.000

Single Engine
Two Engines

12.000
8.000
4.000

1.800
1.900
2.000

1.400
1.500
1.600
1.700

1.000
1.100
1.200
1.300

600
700
800
900

200
300
400
500

0

0
100

Altitude (ft)

24.000

Rate of Climb (fpm)
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Performance
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Performance
Payload Range

Payload Kg

0

108

216

324

Range (Nm)
432
540

648

756

864

1.000

972
2204

900

1984

800

1763

700

1543

600

1322

500

1102
7 PAX - 61 Kg Bag.

400

Payload lbs

ISA - 12.000 Ft - 45 min. Reserve

882

11 PAX - 120 Kg. Bag. Long Range PWR 170 Kts

300

661

11 PAX - 120 Kg Bag. Max Cruise PWR: 220 Kts
9 PAX - 100 Kg Bag. Long Range PWR: 170 Kts

200

441

9 PAX - 100 Kg Bag. Max Cruise PWR: 220 Kts

100

220

0
0

200

400

600

800
1.000
Range (Km)

1.200

1.400

1.600

0
1.800
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Product Support
Vulcanair assures comprehensive worldwide product support, both directly and through its dealer network. Maintenance,
overhaul and repair operations can be carried out at the Vulcanair Service Centre or at authorized centres worldwide.
For thorough instruction of pilots and ground crew, a modern training program is offered at the Vulcanair Training Centre.
Technical documentation is available in hard copy.
Efficient and prompt technical assistance is assured by Vulcanair technical representatives for AOG and other emergencies.
The 250 B17 C engines are serviced worldwide by the large network of Rolls-Royce representatives and by their numerous
authorized maintenance centres.
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Configurations
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Aerial Survey Optional Configuration

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

FLIR camera
Navigation Sight
Photogrammetric Camera
FLIR Operator Rack
Daedalus Operator Rack
Daedalus Scanner
Recorder
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AP68TP-600 Special Missions “Marlin”
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AP68TP-600 Special Missions “Marlin”
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AP68TP-600 Special Missions “Marlin”
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AP68TP-600 Special Missions “Marlin”
Three view

Wing span

12.00 m

39.37 ft

Wing area

18.60 m2

200.23 ft2

Overall length

11.27 m

36.98 ft

Overall height

3.63 m

11.91 ft

Wheel track

2.17 m

7.12 ft

Wheel base

3.51 m

11.52 ft

Prop clearance

.75 m

2.46 ft
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Steering Radius
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RECCE / PATROL
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Patrol
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Contact Information

Vulcanair S.p.A
Via G. Pascoli 7
Casoria (NA) Italy
80026
Tel. +390815918111
Fax. +390815918172
Internet: www.vulcanair.com
E-mail sales: sales@vulcanair.com
E-mail general inquries: marketing@vulcanair.com
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